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General 
 
Article number: 9705EPDM 
 
Description: Colad Pump Spray EPDM 
 
Download: Resistancy list 
 

 
Specification 
 
The Colad Pump Spray EPDM is equipped with (black) EPDM O-rings to resist DIFFERENT materials for 
example Acetone, Benzyl alcohol, Butanol (butyl alcohol), Castor oil A371, etc. see the RESISTENCE list for 
all liquids. Designed to fit perfectly to the paint job. 
                                                                                                                                  
- The Colad Liquid Pump Action Spray Gun is silicone free. 
- Container is transparent. 
 
Content:  1000 ml. 
Packing:  1 piece.  
Packing unit:  6 pieces per box, per piece in Poly bag.  
Resistancy of Colad Pump Spray EPDM 
Please check out the Resistancy list of chemical materials in order to choose the right type of Colad Pump 
Spray for your paint job. 
 
We have two types of pump sprays available: 
-  The ‘’original’’ Colad Pump Spray (art.no. 9705/9705Z) with Viton/VKM O-rings. 
   Can be recognized by the ‘’red coloured’’ handle and pump + the ‘’internal’’ seals are green coloured 
 
- Colad Pump Spray EPDM (art.no. 9705EPDM) with EPDM O-rings. 
  Can be recognized by the complete ‘’black’’ pump on the top +   
  the internal seals also have a black colour. 
 
In the Resistancy list you find all kind of materials. Check the material 
for the pump spray can and for the pump spray seals. Both can be 
effected by chemical substances. Explanations markings in the list: 
A = resistant 
B = conditionally resistant 
C = non-resistant 
X = unknown, no data available. 
 
Download the Resistancy list. 
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Related products 
 
Article number: 970506 
Description: Colad Wall Bracket. 
 
Organise your workshop and use the Colad Wall Bracket to hang the Pump 
Spray on and have a central place for fluid identification.  
Dimensions L x W x H (cm) Colad Wall Bracket: 38 x 16.6 x 1.70 cm. 
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